
OPAL DAQ memories 

 ”When our memories 
outweigh our dreams,     
we have grown old.”  

 Bill Clinton 





Opal compared to  
Aleph ,Delphi, L3 
•  just 2 levels 
•  VME versus Fastbus 



DAQ Who’s Who ? ~1987 





OS-9 







1989-1990 





(One of) Aldo’s worries 





1989 - 1990 



RN2 fellows 

1989 







13-08-1989 





18-08-1989 











MAC histo presenter in control room 



EVOLUTION 





Rope on DN10k 1990 

“personal supercomputer” 
4 SMP RISC 20 MHz, 32 Mbyte memory 
~200 kSFR 

Stand-alone computing “facility” in Green Barrack 
Process Data cartridges written by VAX 
Shifter loads cartridges 



1991 – 1995 
•  Filter on DN10k 
•  “inline ROPE” 
•  recording on opt disks  



West Canada 
1991 onwards 





1989-1991: LEP-I 4x4  
1992-1994: LEP-I 8x8 OPAL added Pre-Trigger 
1995 :           LEP-I bunch trains 
1996  -2000: LEP-II 



Each LSC added MVME147 to CES FIC Single Board Computer 
From 1992 onwards 



CJ readout 

From 1992 onwards 



Network EVB 1996 onwards 





Run control  

Run control moved from vax to hp-ux 
(S.Wotton) 



On CALL..   



On-call .. 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

CERN Automatic Call Back 

CERN pager 

GSM  

Long Range Pager 



Vax          CJ      DAQ 





By foot .. 

meijers 

heuer 





End-1994 control room debate 

Document circulated with pro and con of move from RN1 to  surface 
About ~80 replies, ~50/50  pro/con 



“I am VERY strongly in favour of moving the control room upstairs.  
 I think you already know my list of excellent reasons in favour of the move.” 

Tim Smith  



“Hi Helfried,  
First of all appreciation is due to you and fellow onliners for the 
very detailed and careful consideration given to the possible 
effects of the move. The news message you circulated was 
also of very high standard. 
Personally, as an expert shifter and deputy run coordinator I’m 
in favour of the move upstairs. It would make my interaction 
with the experiment more pleasant and the improved working 
environment may indeed pay off in terms of better 
performance from shift crews and subdetector experts.  
However, I do not feel that I am affected nearly as severely as 
the hard-core of central DAQ or subdetector experts.” 

Terry Wyatt 



“To no-one’s surprise I’m sure, I vote to leave the OPAL control room in RN1! 
Because:  

 a) … 
 b) … 
 c) … 

Having said that..   
 d) I have no doubt that control from the Green Barrack will work 
 e) I am quite disturbed at the vehemence of many online/DAQ 
 experts in support of moving, and the threat of de-motivation 
 if a decision is made to stay in RN1.  
 Sometimes even the best democracies must acknowledge their 
 dependence on an elite group and .. “ 

Austin Ball 


